The "compact" industrial gun

- Compact and lightweight industrial gun for special industrial/wood paint jobs
- Low air consumption
- High material transfer rate
SATAmijet 1000 – compact and lightweight

The SATAmijet 1000 K series was especially developed for the industrial coating of small to medium sized lots of small parts under series conditions.

**Fields of application:**
- Industrial series coating of small panels and housings
- Application of release agents
- Decorative painting, stage and interior design

**Additional product features:**
- The “Super Fast”: RP® high pressure technology for maximum work speed and transfer rates > 65%
- The “Super Saver”: HVLP low pressure technology for especially high transfer rates significantly exceeding 65%
- Narrow fan, fine atomisation
- Ergonomic gun body and control elements
- Sturdy, easy clean surface
- Rapid air cap changes with only 2 turns due to coarse thread QC (Quick Change)
- CCS - Color Code System for easy personalisation of your spray gun

For the application of small amounts of material, the SATAmijet 1000 is also available as suction cup gun.